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I. Grammar and Usage: 20% 

  There are four choices (marked A, B, C, and D) after each sentence. Choose the one word or phrase that 

best completes the sentence. Then, on your answer sheet, write down the letter (A, B, C, or D). 

   

  1. Many men today wear neckties ______ a result of their desire for upward status in certain professions. 

    A. in     B. as     C. for     D. from      

  2. ______these scientists know more about the brain, many now believe that the popular theories about 

“right-brain, left-brain” dominated behavior are most likely untrue. 

    A. Now     B. Due to     C. Until     D. Now that 

  3. Researchers say that modern young people’s reliance on parents is much different from ______ 

    of previous generations. 

    A. that     B. those     C. it     D. them 

  4. The company gave _____ 100 Poang chairs to early-bird customers on opening day in West Chester. 

    A. in     B. up     C. away     D. to 

  5. Thanks _____ Fleming’s invention, people no longer have to guess what time it is. 

    A. for     B. to     C. of     D. from 

  6. Today, _____ meats and vegetables have become commonplace in many parts of the world. 

    A. frozen     B. freezing     C. froze     D. freeze 

  7. _____ a choice between two equally qualified candidates, hiring managers will usually prefer a person 

with whom he or she has had a previous positive experience. 

    A. Giving     B. To give     C. Give     D. Given 

  8. Conflict, illegal mining, and the growing bush-meat trade have all contributed _____ a 70 percent 

population decline of the eastern lowland gorilla, according to some estimates. 

    A. on     B. in     C. to     D. of 

  9. _____ all the social and natural crises we humans face, the water crisis is the one that lies at the heart of 

our survival and that of our planet Earth. 

    A. From     B. Of     C. That     D. It 

  10. Some students find that the stress from taking tests enhances their performance, _____ others find that 

test taking makes them forget everything they know. 

     A. while     B. which     C. that     D. as 

  11. Contrary _____ the popular belief that women enjoy shopping more than men, a number of studies on 

online shopping have shown that men actually spend more money than women online. 

     A. to     B. on     C. in     D. from 

    背頁尚有試題
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12. Parents shouldn’t fool themselves into thinking that they can keep their kids from making mistakes, 

______ is part of growing up and learning. 

     A. which     B. that     C. whose     D. where 

  13. I hate shopping, but my girlfriend _____ me to the shopping mall anyway. 

     A. influenced     B. dragged     C. embarrassed     D. grabbed 

  14. Several studies have confirmed that, apart _____ pronunciation skills, older children and early teens 

learn languages better in the classroom than younger children. 

     A. of     B. in     C. with     D. from 

  15. Successful actors, singers and athletes are employed not only to attract attention to the products, but also 

to make viewers associate the products with the successful image of the ______. 

     A. commercials     B. producers     C. advertisers     D. celebrity 

  16. Humor can be helpful in lightening the _____ of the interview, but there is the risk of the interview 

losing focus. 

     A. impact     B. atmosphere     C. moderation     D. attributes 

  17. With the success of Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon and other martial arts movies _____ Jackie Chan 

and Jet Li for example, many non-Asians may assume that all Asians know martial arts. 

     A. starring     B. starred     C. which starred     D. star 

  18. According to the U.N. World Water Development Report in 2003, severe water _____ will affect the 

majority of the planet within the next 50 years, which will have a strong effect on agriculture and thus 

the world’s food supply. 

     A. famine     B. shortages     C. drought     D. elimination 

  19. The key factor is whether or not you have a lot of money _____ to those around you. 

     A. comparison     B. comparing     C. to compare     D. compared 

  20. I have a hard time _____ books I can read without having to use a dictionary. 

     A. finding     B. to find     C. found     D. in find 

 

II. Correcting Errors: 20% 

  The underlined part in each sentence is unacceptable in standard written English. You are to correct  

  it and write down the correction on the answer sheet. 

  Example           They want he and she to leave immediately. 

  Sample Answer      him and her 

   1. Not only the two acquainted were from attending the same church, but they had also served together as 

part of a mission team that helped repair homes damaged by a hurricane. 
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2. Japan’s population had been declined and if current trends continue, the population is further estimated 

to fall by 20 percent by the year 2035 and could be half of what it is now within a hundred years. 

   3. Surround by volcanoes and lava fields, the Blue Lagoon receives more than 300,000 visitors a year. 

   4. McCurry discovered that the refugee camp where he took the original photo was still standing. 

   5. If you are planning to lose weight, try adding a blue light to your refrigerator—it will make the food 

inside look little appetizing. 

   6. Doctors can use a camera and look for the colored particles, which will help them determine where are 

cancer cells growing in a person’s body. 

   7. Nuclear power produces vast amounts of electricity cheaper than gas or coal, with no carbon emissions.

   8. After several days, exhaust and cold, they reached what they thought was the top. 

   9. She had also never seen the photograph taken by McCurry, nor she know that it had become a famous 

image and inspired thousands of people worldwide to aid refugees. 

   10. If Paulo didn’t have surgery, his knee would not still hurt. 
 

III. Reading Comprehension: 10% 

 

   A.    The period from the late 1930s to the middle 1940s is known as the Golden Age of comic books. 

The modern comic book came about in the early 1930s in the United States as a giveaway premium to 

promote the sales of a whole range of household products such as cereal and cleansers. The comic 

books, which were printed in bright colors to attract the attention of potential customers, proved so 

popular that some publishers decided to produce comic books that would come out on a monthly basis 

and would sell for a dime each. Though comic strips had been reproduced in publications prior to this 

time, the Famous Funnies comic book, which was started in 1934, marked the first occasion that a 

serialized book of comics was attempted. 

          Early comic books reprinted already existing comic strips and comics based on known characters; 

however, publishers soon began introducing original characters developed specifically for comic 

books. Superman was introduced in Action Comics in 1938, and Batman was introduced a year later. 

The tremendous success of these superhero comic books led to the development of numerous comic 

books on a variety of topics, though superhero comic books predominated. Astonishingly, by 1945 

approximately 160 different comic books were being published in the United States each month, and 

90 percent of U.S. children were said to read comic books on a regular basis. 
 背頁尚有試題
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1. It can be inferred from paragraph 1 that, at the beginning of the 1930s, comic books most likely 

cost __________.  

         A. nothing 

         B. five cents 

         C. ten cents 

         D. twenty-five cents 

       2. Comic books would least likely have been used to promote __________. 

         A. soap 

         B. cookies 

         C. jewelry 

         D. bread 

       3. It is implied in the passage that Famous Funnies __________________. 

         A. was a promotional item 

         B. appeared in a magazine 

         C. had been produced prior to 1934 

         D. was published on a regular basis 

       4. From the information in paragraph2, it appears that Superman most likely _________. 

         A. was introduced sometime after Batman 

         B. was a character that first appeared in a comic book 

         C. first appeared in Famous Funnies 

         D. first appeared in a promotional comic strip 

       5. It is implied in paragraph 2 that it is surprising that ____________________. 

         A. comic strips were more popular than comic books 

         B. superheroes were not too popular 

         C. 90 percent of U.S. children did not read comics 

         D. comic books developed so quickly 
 

B.    The term “filibuster” has been in use since the mid-nineteenth century to describe the tactic of 

     delaying legislative action in order to prevent the passage of a bill. The word comes from the Dutch  

     freebooter, or pirate, and most likely developed from the idea that someone conducting a filibuster is  

     trying to steal away the opportunity that proponents of a bill have to make it successful. 

        In the earlier history of the U.S. Congress, filibusters were used in both the House of  

     Representatives and in the Senate, but they are now much more a part of the culture of the Senate 

than of the House. Because the House is a much larger body than is the Senate, the House now has  
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    rules which greatly limit the amount of time that each member may speak, which effectively serves  

    to eliminate the filibuster as s mechanism for delaying legislation in the House. 

       In the Senate, the smaller of the two bodies, there are now rules that can constrain but not  

    totally eliminate filibusters. The Senate adopted its first cloture rule in 1917, a rule which requires a 

    vote of two-thirds of the Senate to limit debate to one hour on each side. The rule was changed in  

    1975 and now requires a vote of three-fifths of the members to invoke cloture in most situations. 

       The longest filibuster on record occurred in 1957, when Senator Strom Thurmond of South  

    Carolina wanted to delay voting on civil rights legislation. The filibuster was conducted for 24 hours  

    and 18 minutes on August 28 and 29, when Thurmond held the floor of the Senate by lecturing on  

    the law and reading from court decisions and newspaper columns. It was his hope that this filibuster  

    would rally opponents of civil rights legislation; however, two weeks after the filibuster, the Civil 

    Rights Act of 1957 passed. 

6. It can be inferred from the information paragraph 1 that around 1800 ____________________. 

A. the first filibuster took place 

B. legislative action was never delayed 

C. the term “filibuster” was not in use in the U.S. Congress 

D. the Dutch introduced the term freebooter 

7. It is implied in paragraph 2 that, in its early years, the House ___________________. 

  A. had no rules against filibuster 

  B. had few filibusters 

  C. had fewer filibusters than the Senate 

  D. had the longest filibuster on record 

8. Based on the information in paragraph 3, a vote of cloture would most likely be used to _______. 

  A. initiate filibusters 

B. break filibusters 

        C. extend filibusters 

        D. encourage filibusters 

      9. It can be inferred from the information in paragraph 3 that the 1975 rule change ____________. 

        A. increased the number of people needed to vote for cloture 

        B. made it easier to limit a filibuster 

        C. covered all types of Senate votes 

D. decreased the number of people in the Senate  

10. It is implied in paragraph 4 that Senator Thurmond was opposed to _____________. 

A. filibusters 

B. lecturing on the law 
背頁尚有試題
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       C. speaking in the Senate 

       D. the Civil Rights Act of 1957 

       

IV. Translation: 25% 

Translate the following Chinese sentences into English. 

1. 一連串的校園槍擊事件迫使美國政府正視槍枝管制的問題。(5%) 

2. 「台灣之光」李安以《少年 PI 的奇幻漂流》勇奪奧斯卡最佳導演殊榮。(5%) 

3. 出身拉丁美洲的新教宗以扶助弱勢，保護環境為使命。(5%) 

4. 對於一雙已經習慣於陸地上的眼睛而言，海洋只允許這狹窄範圍的光明，除此之外，

全是不能透視的神祕與恐懼。(10%) 

 

V. Writing: 25% 

Recently, there have been several reported incidents about young people occupying priority seats on 

trains, buses, or MRT.  Please write a composition of 150-200 words to express your opinion about the 

significance of “Priority Seat.” 

【注意：考生不可於文中書寫個人姓名或任何足以識別身分之文字或符號】 

 

 

 


